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In his musical monograph about Gdańsk, Hermann Rauschning devoted a
few paragraphs to Heinrich Döbel, and quoted from a number of documents,
by now no longer extant. They revealed a number of interesting biographical
details, as well as providing grounds for suggestions about Döbel’s compositional skills. However, Rauschning said nothing about Döbel’s compositions,
which leads one to the conclusion that he cannot have known them. For him,
Heinrich Döbel was primarily the organist of the large organ at the St Mary‘s Church in Gdańsk, where he played during the years 1679–1693, and the
grandson of the famous citizen of Gdańsk, Paul Siefert1 .
The compositional output of Heinrich Döbel which is known to us is quite
small, but has special historical value. This is because of the compositions for
solo violin and basso continuo, unique in the Old Polish repertory, probably
all written in the 1770s. These are four sonatas and ﬁve dances — Sarabanda,
Couranto and three “Gzyga’s” [giguas]. Their only manuscript transmissions
are held at Kromiěříž2 . There they form a part of the musical collection
of the cappella of the Bishop of Olomunec, Carl Lichtenstein-Castelcorno.
Manuscripts with Döbel’s compositions were recorded by Jiří Sehnal in the
catalogue of this collection3 , and in the RISM database4 . The compositions
themselves have also by now appeared in a critical edition by Charles E.
Brewer5 .
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Heinrich Döbel’s compositions were written when violin music was undergoing a period of unprecedented development. On the one hand, it was
characterized by a search for experimental solutions in the area of playing
techniques; on the other hand, by the consolidation of some clearly idiomatic
structures and textures. Solo violin music initiated and encouraged these processes. Italian musical centres, where violin music was undergoing intensive
development from the beginning of the seventeenth century, were joined by
the middle of the century by other centres, mainly Central European ones,
where German composers, with Heinrich Biber, Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer
and Johann Jacob Walther in the forefront, played a leading role6 . Until now,
no questions had been asked about the development of seventeenth-century
solo violin music in Old Poland, since there did not seem to be any reason
to ask such questions. However, the works of such a composer as Hans Döbel
from Gdańsk make us aware that the development of this type of music in
Poland merits our interest.
Initial research into this topic has been limited to tracing the sources described in the literature. The most valuable information on the subject is to be
found in the Kraków inventory7 . In the list of sonatas, arias and canzoni we
ﬁnd the following note: “Sonata Cerviensciana Solo Violino H.R.” 8 . The monogram decoded, in accordance with the suggestion by Tadeusz Maciejewski,
as referring to “Jacek Różycki”, signiﬁes that at least one composition for solo
violin was written in the Polish composers’ community. There are two other
notes relating to solo violin sonatas, whose authorship is anonymous (and
which may thus also be of native origin), and a reference to a solo sonata by
S. Nidebrandi. Tadeusz Maciejewski, when discussing the Kraków inventory,
did not oﬀer a solution as to the identity of the person referred to by this
name. He did remark that this might be Signior Aldebrandi, whose other two
violin compositions are also present in the Kraków inventory. It was Raoul
Paciaroni who identiﬁed the Italian composer9 . This was the prominent violin
player Aldebrando Subissati, who was a member of the cappella of Jan Kazimierz until 1654. As a brilliant virtuoso he received high renumeration, and
his duties included didactic work. Court accounts show that during the years
1650–1652 he had 3–4 pupils per year. One of them was called Mikołaj10 .
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Sources suggest that Subissati may also have become a musician at the court
of Emperor Leopold after leaving Poland11 . Who knows whether Heinrich Döbel might not have encountered Aldebrando Subissati at the imperial court
during his trip to Vienna? The suggestion is faint and cannot be conﬁrmed,
but such a possibility does exist.
On the basis of the literature available at present, not much can be said
either about the native compositions for solo violin, or about the presence of
solo violin repertory in seventeenth-century Poland. The meagre information
about sources is supplemented by Zoﬁa Stęszewska, who mentions a manuscript dating from about 1670 for one or two violins, which is supposed to
contain dance repertory12 . And that is all.
Of course, one can make suggestions and guesses. There are quite a few
pieces of evidence testifying to reasonably strong interest in solo violin music.
We have the permanent presence of Italian virtuoso violinists in the royal
cappellas of consecutive Vasas13 . Visits by famous violinist — the Italian
Carlo Farina and the Englishman Valentine Flood — might have had seminal
inﬂuence on the musical community in Gdańsk where Heinrich Döbel had
his roots14 . Evidence of familiarity with contemporary violin technique is
provided by the understanding of technical skills demonstrated by Kasper
Förster Junior15 , and above all by Marcin Mielczewski16 .
In the context of the juxtaposed comments and remarks, Heinrich Döbel’s
limited compositional output gains in signiﬁcance. Of importance are both
the four sonatas, since no composition of this kind has survived in Poland to
the present day, and the dances, which have no analogous counterparts among
Old Polish compositions in terms of instrumental casting, clearly deﬁned in
Döbel’s works.
It is time to pay some attention to the question of how Heinrich Döbel’s
compositions came to be in Kromiěříž. The composer’s biography provides
some highly probable explanations of this fact. Although it is incomplete
and leaves many issues unresolved, there is enough information to encourage
forming what seems a reasonable hypothesis.
It turned out to be possible to establish the following: Heinrich Döbel’s
father was called Hans, and his mother was Maria Siefert. Their wedding took
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place in Gdańsk, in Marienkirche, on 25 October 164017 . Heinrich was also
likely to have been born in Gdańsk, probably in the second half of December
1650, as the child was baptised at St Catherine church on New Year’s Day
165118 .
Döbel became a pupil at the Gdańsk Gymnasium in 165819 . In the years
1652 and 1656 two other pupils from Gdańsk with the same name were admitted to the Gymnasium — Jacobus and Johannes, Heinrich’s brothers20 .
Johannes died in 1658 (and was buried on 4 January)21 . However, Jacob’s
name appears in a later document, which tells us that Heinrich also had two
sisters: Catharine Elisabeth and Adelgunda22 .
Undoubtedly Heinrich received his musical education from his grandfather,
Paul Siefert. The results must have been very successful, as Siefert had sufﬁcient conﬁdence in the ﬁfteen-year old youth to propose him as his “substitute” to Gdańsk City Council. In a letter from 18 November 1665, which
has not been preserved but was quoted by Herman Rauschning, old Siefert
writes about a lad who has been assisting him with the organ. Siefert asks
the Council for ﬁnancial support and a ruling about employing the boy. He
recalls a similar situation 55 years earlier, when he himself helped the frail
Cajo Schmiedlein, and the esteemed Council assigned to him a remuneration
of 100 Polish ﬂorins.23 Paul Siefert’s concern for Heinrich Döbel resulted not
only from the family ties which bound them, but also from the obligations
of legal guardianship which Siefert held over Heinrich and his siblings. When
Siefert died in May 1666, six months after writing the quoted letter, the Lay
Judges Court in Gdańsk appointed another guardian for the Döbel minors24 .
Some time after Siefert’s funeral but not more than a year later, Döbel left
Gdańsk, to try his luck as a musician elsewhere. This is the start of that period
of Heinrich Döbel’s life which is of greatest interest to our topic. All that we
know about it comes from a letter written by Döbel to Gdańsk City Council
in March 167925 . In, it he requested to be awarded the position of organist “in
der Kirchen zu S. Marien” — vacant at that time after the death of Thomas
Strutius. He described his twelve-year peregrinations, after which he had just
returned to his beloved “Vaterland”. He mentioned spending three years at the
court of Jan Kazimierz, where the local maestro di cappella (Jacek Różycki)
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taught him the art of composition. He was planning a trip to Italy. Later,
after the King “laid down his crown and mace” (1668), Döbel spent the next
seven years serving the “most respected Sir Potocki”, the Kiev voivode (died
1691)26 . He was the director of the voivode’s cappella which, as he remarked,
comprised 20 people. Later he found himself in Kraków “at the coronation”. He
thus took part in the celebrations of the coronation of Jan Sobieski (FebruaryApril 1676). Döbel conﬁrmed his two-year apprenticeship with Paul Siefert,
but informed the Council that he had learnt to play other instruments as
well. During his numerous journeys he had listened to many famous artists’
playing. He wrote that he himself had also been listened to during his travels.
At the end he mentioned the countries and cities which he had visited. He
came to know Wrocław, Leipzig, Prague, Augsburg, Nürmberg, Ulm, Vienna,
Paris and London.
This detailed letter, no longer extant but quoted in full by Hermann Rauschning, provides superb testimony to the career possibilities for a musician in the
Commonwealth of Poland and Lithuania, a description of the opportunities
for gaining education and ﬁnding work. There is no reason to doubt Döbel’s
truthfulness, although it is impossible to verify some of the information he
gives. This is the case with Döbel’s stay at the royal court, where he went
after he left Gdańsk. It is not possible to establish with accuracy the make-up
of the cappella of Jan Kazimierz after the Swedish invasion. It is diﬃcult even
to hypothesize as to when the ensemble, dispersed by the war, was assembled
again. However, it will be necessary to add the citizen of Gdańsk, Heinrich
Döbel, to the list of the musicians of the last Vasa which is being compiled
by researchers27 .
Literature of the subject which has been available to me makes no mention
of the cappella of the Kiev voivode Andrzej Potocki, where Döbel found himself after the abdication of Jan Kazimierz and where, moreover, he directed
a 20-strong ensemble. The musicians probably gathered at Stanisławów in
the Halicki region, as the voivode had his main residence there28 . Comments
about the musical aspect of the celebrations accompanying the coronation of
Jan Sobieski in the spring of 1676 are also sparse and generalised, although
it is obvious that music must have been part of the feasts and balls organised
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on that occasion. This is noted by researchers such as Karolina Targosz in an
article about the Kraków premières of Molière and Racine29 .
As far as Heinrich Döbel’s travels are concerned, the planned Italian trip
was conﬁrmed by the Gdańsk chronicler Stephan Grau in a note reporting
the musician’s death. Grau mentioned the cities visited by Döbel during his
journey through Italy — Rome, Padua, Milan and Venice30 . So far there has
been no additional conﬁrmation of the journey to Vienna, the more important
one in view of the location of Döbel’s manuscript. It is likely that the musician stopped in Kromiěříž on his way to the Empire’s capital, hence the presence of his compositions in the collection of Prince-Bishop Carl LichtensteinCastercorno.
Kromiěříž, which lies on the route Vienna-Kraków, in the second half of
the seventeenth century was the seat of the Bishop of Olomunec, Prince Carl
Lichtenstein-Castercorno, famous for his love of music. Jiří Sehnal has provided an extensive description of the Prince’s cappella and his rich musical
collection31 . The numerous archival sources quoted by the author provide
no information as to Döbel’s visit to the Prince-Bishop’s court. However, in
the context of the letter discussed earlier, such a visit seems possible, and in
those circumstances the presence of his solo violin compositions in the collection should not come as a surprise. There was enormous interest in and
admiration for violin music at the prince’s court. Heinrich Biber was maestro
di cappella at Kromiěříž for two years (1668-1670). The ensemble employed
many violinists, and instruments were imported from Jacob Steiner. Close
contact was maintained with the Vienna court, where the prominent artist
Johann Schmeltzer had been active for many years. Among the manuscripts
belonging to the cappella there are many compositions for solo violin.
A large part of the repertory which served the needs of the cappella was
copied by Pavel Josef Vejvanowsky, who took over as maestro di cappella after the departure of Heinrich Biber. Researchers do not have a clear idea as
to where Vejvanowsky obtained the originals for copying. It might have been
through the link with Vienna, or perhaps contacts with musicians from nearby
Olomunec might have suﬃced. Charles E. Brewer, after consulting Jiří Sehnal,
claims that Veyvanowsky did not copy the works of Heinrich Döbel and that
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we are probably dealing with autographs32 . However, all our answers to the
question: how did the compositions come to be in Kromeriz? are still hypothetical. Either they were borrowed from Vienna, which Döbel passed through,
or the author left them in Kromiěříž on his way to Vienna. The period under
discussion was, as is well known, exceptionally favourable to the development
of German violin playing, and Kromiěříž, mainly because of the presence of
Heinrich Biber, played a signiﬁcant part in this development. The presence of
Heinrich Döbel’s solo violin compositions in the collection of the cappella of
Prince-Bishop Carl Lichtenstein-Castelcorno is thus an appropriate location
for them.
After years of wanderings, in 1679, Heinrich Döbel decided to return to his
native city. The City Council gave a positive answer to his written request for
employment, supported by a recommendation from the authorities in charge
of the St Mary’s Church33 . Döbel obtained the position of chief organist at
the Marienkirche in Gdańsk. He was awarded an annual salary of 800 marks,
and living quarters, which were usually part of the renumeration of the chief
organist of that church34 . Additional quarterly renumeration, to the sum of
75 marks, is conﬁrmed by a later archival item dated 27 April 168635 .
Heinrich Döbel lived to the age of 42. He died in January 1693 and was
buried at the St Mary’s Church cemetery on 30 January36 . The funeral sermon
during the Mass was given by one Constantit Schutz37 .
The initial analytical commentary on the extant compositions of Heinrich
Döbel will be limited to a few basic remarks about their structure and the
violin technique employed.
The sonatas are of the da chiesa type. Three of them are in three parts,
one has a four-part structure. A characteristic feature of each of them is the
presence of triple metre, which points to their being related to the canzona
form. The triple metre parts have important signiﬁcance for the structure of
the composition. In the ﬁrst two sonatas they are exceptionally expanded and
form a clear structural axis of the ABC type. In the third sonata the part
in the odd metre has more modest dimensions and functions as an interlude
in relation to the neighbouring, more expanded end parts whose character
is clearly improvisory. In the last composition we are faced with a four-part
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structure, which in addition is preceded by a chord introduction, while the
part in triple measure appears in the third place, as should be the case in a
Baroque sonata.
An interesting, although characteristic for the period, formal device employed by Döbel in the ﬁrst two sonatas was to base the triple measure part
on ostinato schemas. In the ﬁrst sonata the ostinato formula, which ﬁlls an
octave, with a descending melodic line closed by a cadence deviation, is repeated 22 times in the bass part. The violin part which develops against this
background is a variation treatment of the theme, which in its basic version
consists of four sequentially juxtaposed motifs (see ﬁgure 1.1).

Fig. 1.1. Sonata I, bars 45–56.
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In the second sonata, the ostinato formula, limited to one bar with an
ascending melodic contour, is repeated 25 times. The violin part in this section
is so abundant in ﬁgurations that it is diﬃcult to distinguish the links between
their consecutive forms and the initial thematic phrase. As we know, ostinato
shapings in the sonata da chiesa, interpreted as evidence of strong inﬂuence of
the model of the sonata da camera, were quite common. The fact that ostinato
is used twice in Döbel’s sonatas clearly conﬁrms that this was a widespread
practice.
The collection of ﬁve dances left by Heinrich Döbel may be treated as one of
the versions of the suite, with the structure: Courante, Sarabande and three
“Gzyga’s”. The dances, in accordance with the practice of the period, are twopart ones, and the second part gives variation treatment to the ﬁrst part. The
intriguing name “Gzyga”, used by Döbel on three occasions, is undoubtedly
an Old Polish-sounding variant of the English gigua.
In evaluating the violin technique, the issues considered concern chieﬂy
the ambitus of the violin part, the participation of particular strings in the
course of the composition or, in other words, making use of the instrument’s
register, the arrangements of the left-hand positions and the use of idiomatic
structures38
As far as the ﬁrst issue is concerned, the situation in Döbel’s compositions
is as follows:
Composition

Scale

Composition

Scale

Sonata
Sonata
Sonata
Sonata

gis − e3
g − d3
g − d3
g − d3

Sarabande
Couranto
Gzyga I
Gzyga II
Gzyga III

g − h2
g − h2
g − h2
a − h2
a − h2

I
II
III
IV

The ambitus used by Döbel in the sonatas is limited on the one side by g,
the lowest note of the violin, and by e3 , more frequently d3 , on the other.
This indicates that the composer did not dare use the violin’s high notes,
employed by some prominent musicians of the period. A scale extended to
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g3 had been used by Marco Ucellini as early as 164939 , and compositions of
Heinrich Biber and Johann Walther reach up to a340 . However, many other
respected Italian composers, such as Biagio Marini, Giovanni Bonaventura
Viviani, Antonio Pandolﬁ Meali working in Innsbruck, Aldebrando Subissati
working in Poland, or lastly Arcangello Corelli, in their works went up the
scale to e3 , at the most to d341 . Döbel thus made use of the gamut of the
violin which was most often employed in the second half of the seventeenth
century. In the dances the scale is limited to h2 ; however, this was typical for
repertory of this kind.
Another problem related to the ambitus employed is the frequency of use
of particular strings, or the ability to use registers. Although g is the lowest
note in Döbel’s compositions, he does not use G all that often. In this Döbel
follows the majority of composers of the period, who were still not satisﬁed
with the colour of the G string. As David Boyden puts it: “The weak reaction
of the lowest G string must have been an obstacle to using it eﬀectively, and
thus almost until the end of the seventeenth century that string was employed
extremely rarely” 42 . In Döbel’s compositions we thus most often hear the loud
sound of strings A and E. Note d3 (the highest in the three sonatas) is reached
at the entry (moving) of the hand into the third position. The appearance of
note e3 in the ﬁrst sonata does not require moving to the fourth position. It
is suﬃcient to stretch the ﬁnger to reach that note, which even now is the
method in general use. Many fragments of Döbel’s sonatas need to be played
in the third position. The necessity for the violinist to move in that position
signiﬁes that only an accomplished musician could perform these works. The
level of the violinist’s accomplishment relates of course to the standards of
the given period.
The use of the left hand in the group of dances is a somewhat diﬀerent
matter. Since in a popular repertory violinists did not make use of the full
range of sophisticated technical devices, among which one can count movement within the higher positions, in his dances Döbel also does not require
the violinist to move beyond the ﬁrst position.
From among numerous idiomatic structures characteristic of violin technique of the second half of the seventeenth century, Heinrich Döbel’s compo-
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sitions include playing multiple notes, sixteen and thirty-two conﬁgurations,
ornamentation (trill, tremolo), fast jumping over the strings, i.e. change of
registers, two-plane presentation of phrases, the so-called register “exchange”,
imitating dialogue, and wide linking of phrases.
The examples given here (see ﬁgures 1.2–1.8) do not illustrate the full range
of technical devices employed by Heinrich Döbel. However, they are suﬃcient
to convince one that he was fully familiar with contemporary developments
in the violin technique of his day.
Döbel’s compositions deserve both a more extensive analytical description,
and a comparative study. The fundamental question which needs to be asked
in this area should concern their repertory context. In view of the author’s
life experiences, one should take into account the two strongest communities
of European violin music in the second half of the seventeenth century. This
includes both the Italian community — since Italians were present in the
royal cappella, and Döbel travelled to Rome, Milan, Padua and Venice —
and the German community, since he also made a journey in the opposite
direction, to Vienna, Ulm and Augsburg, the lasting mementoes of which are
the autographs(?) of the four sonatas and the dances: Courante, Sarabande
and three Giguas, preserved at the palace at Kromiěříž.
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Fig. 1.2. Playing multiple notes: a) Sonata IV, bars 1–6.

Fig. 1.3. Playing multiple notes: b) Couranto, bars. 1–8.
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Fig. 1.4. Sixteen conﬁgurations based on quadruple groups: Sonata IV, bars 20–24.

Fig. 1.5. Trill, tremolo: Sonata I, bars 64–70.
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Fig. 1.6. Fast jumping over the strings: Sonata IV, bars 40–43.

Fig. 1.7. Two-plane phrases: Sonata II, bars 30–33.
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Fig. 1.8. Wide linking of phrases: Sonata II, bars 26–28.
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